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Letter to the Editor

Get in the Hearing Loop
Access
America:
It’s About
Connectivity

D

ouglas Beck, AuD, and David
Fabry, PhD, offer a terrific
vision of improved connectivity with “a universal standard for
communication that is low cost, easy
to use, acceptable, seamless, and
effective” (Audiology Today, January/
February 2011). As a consumer
advocate for hearing aid compatible
assistive listening, that’s my vision
as well. Moreover, it’s one we’ve
already achieved in West Michigan.
Looped facilities here, which include
my worship place, airport, campus
auditoriums, home TV room, and
office phone, seamlessly deliver
crystal clear sound via telecoilequipped hearing aids. Because
the magnetic signal communicates
universally to most new hearing
aids and cochlear implants sold here,
virtually anyone can benefit.
With my hearing instruments
serving an important second
function—as customized, wireless loudspeakers—I now love the
hearing technology I once barely
tolerated. Moreover, with my M+T
setting, I can hear room conversation
or the doorbell ringing, even while
my TV broadcasts via my in-the-ear
loudspeakers.
Thanks to initiatives in various
states and cities, hearing loops are
now spreading to other parts of the
country. New hearing loop vendors
are manufacturing and marketing
product. With new installations
ranging from the very big (the
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There are multiple
factors that impact
the acceptance of
the connectivity
system by the end
user, including
cost, portability,
performance, eas
eof-use, cosmetics,
and more.
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D

ictionary.com defines
connectiv ity as
“the state of
being or being
able to be connecte
d, or the state of
being connecte
d to the Internet…
to be connecte
to other machines
d
, appliances, or
facilities.” The
Internet and American
Pew
Life Project (2010)
notes that 72
percent of American
s are now connecte
d to the Internet,
and nearly 60 percent
are connected
wirelessly using
laptop or cell phone.
a
Older American
s are not immune
the connectiv ity
to
explosion. Indeed,
41
percent
older than age
of those
65 have access
to the Internet.
the information
Although
superhighway
provides us with
access to news,
24/7
entertainment,
sports, and business—
the final analysis,
in
being “on the grid”
translates into
necting with other
conpeople.
Connectiv ity is
a shared internal
experience, and
“the key benefit
of technolog y-driven
communication
enhancement is
additional human
connectiv ity” (Beck
and Harvey, 2009).
“Connect ivity describes
products and
processes that
connect people,
including all protocols
(Bluetooth, FM,
near field magnetic
induction, t-coils,
DAI

etc.), which connect
humans” (Beck,
2010). Therefore
due respect for
, with
the technical compone
regard to multiple
environmental
nts, and advances
and accomplishments,
listening utility
will improve hearing
in the final analysis,
(MELU),
aid satisfaction
is about connectin
connectiv ity
and market peng humans to humans.
etration. Specifica
lly, greater functiona
Of course, there’s
lity facilitates
increased connectiv
more to connectiv
ity as well as increased
ity than hearing
and hearing loss.
Communication
ment between
engagethe hearing-impaired
(the transfer of
mation) among
inforperson and others,
humans can be
reducing the isolation
accomplished through
that often accompan
multiple channels
hearing loss. Of
(i.e., audition, vision,
ies untreated
note, there are
touch, smell, and
taste) and across
multiple factors
a multitude of
affect
that
the
acceptan
venues (televisio
ce of the connectiv
Internet, texting,
n, radio,
ity system by the
instant messagin
end user, including
g, etc.). As long
cost, portabilit
communicate,
as we
y, performance,
we can experienc
of-use, cosmetic
easee connectiv ity.
s, and more.
in the absence
However,
of communication,
there is no connectiv
ity, no shared internal
The “Best” System
experiences, no
human interactio
and no enableme
n,
nt or growth (Beck
Naturally, because
and Harvey, 2009).
the MELU concept
In this article,
makes a priori
we’ll briefly address
and intuitive sense,
many consume
and describe five
connectiv ity systems
rs
and
professionals
quickly inquire
designed for hearing
so as to maximize
people, to be used
impaired
communication
multiple listening
in tandem with
across
advanced hearing
environments.
aids and related
Often, they ask,
products. The importan
is the best system?”
“Which
The answer varies
ce of connectiv
ity systems was
and is founded
further underline
the needs, desires,
on
d by Kochkin (2007),
and abilities of
who stated improvem
the individual.
system is simply
ents in connectiv
The best
“the one that is
ity, with specific
used.” Despite
spread availabili
widety of connectiv
ity technolog ies
in the
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12,200 fixed seats in Michigan State
University’s basketball arena) to the
very small (New York City’s subway
information booths), more and more
people are experiencing hearing aid
compatible assistive listening. New
hearing loop articles are appearing in
newspapers and in magazines, from
the AARP Bulletin to the leading audio
contractors’ trade magazine.
It’s true that the United States
lags behind the Scandinavian countries and Britain, where hearing loops
are becoming omnipresent (they’re
now in all London taxis, in most
churches and cathedrals, and at tens
of thousands of post office windows,
pharmacy counters, and the like). But
with the support of this year’s joint
Academy/HLAA “Get in the Hearing
Loop” campaign, to be climaxed by
a 2nd International Hearing Loops
meeting next June, now is the time to
seize Beck and Fabry’s vision.
“The best system is simply ‘the one
that is used,’” add Beck and Fabry.
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Amen! And that is the number-one
argument for hearing loops that
communicate via telecoils. No need
for conspicuous headsets. No need
to locate and check out special
receivers. No need to master special
equipment. Folks need only activate
their telecoils—the same simple,
seamless technology that serves
them for telephone listening as well.
Will some alternative future technology similarly offer us clear sound
via simple, miniaturized, universal,
low-cost, no-power receivers that can
work in both small and large areas
and with most phones? If so, bring
it on! In the meantime, today’s Brits,
Scandinavians, and more and more
Americans have realized the Beck and
Fabry vision, and they’re loving it.
David G. Myers
Hope College

